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Abstract

There is a great need for evidence-based treatments for depression and anxiety that are cost-effective, efficiently delivered, and highly accessible. Telehealth, computer, and Internet interventions are efficacious and have the potential to broaden access to treatment for depression and anxiety. These interventions are cost-effective and increase treatment accessibility for individuals who would otherwise be unlikely to receive appropriate care, and their anonymity reduces the stigma of help-seeking. This chapter discusses these treatment approaches, their efficacy, and their limitations.
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Over one quarter of Americans experience an anxiety disorder at some point in their lives, and approximately one in six experience major depression (Kessler et al. (2005)). However, only a minority of these individuals receive adequate treatment (Kessler et al. (2003)). Consequently, there is a great need for evidence-based treatments that are cost-effective, efficiently delivered, and highly accessible (Wang et al. (2005); Greenberg et al. (1999)). Telehealth, computer, and Internet interventions have the potential to redress stigma and to broaden access to treatment for depression and anxiety (Kessler et al. (2005); Wang et al. (2005)) and have largely been found to be efficacious (e.g., Spek et al. (2007)). In this chapter, we review these interventions and the evidence supporting their efficacy for depression and anxiety disorders, and we discuss advantages and disadvantages of these types of treatment.

Interventions

Although evidence-based mental health treatment has traditionally involved lengthy face-to-face sessions with a trained therapist, typically in a specialty care setting, the majority of telehealth, computer-, and Internet-based treatment approaches were developed based on the idea that individuals can effectively use self-management strategies and assisted self-help to overcome depression and anxiety. Over the past 30 years, these approaches have evolved from telephone crisis lines to Internet-based interventions that rely on instructional text or video. Some treatments have even started to incorporate advanced technologies such as virtual reality.

Telehealth Approaches

Telephones have long been used by individuals seeking help for mental health concerns. Forms of telephone crisis intervention, from call-in radio stations to suicide hotlines administered by trained paraprofessionals, have existed since the 1970s (Haas et al. (1996)).
Starting in the late 1980s, researchers began to study the efficacy of standardized treatments delivered over the phone by mental health professionals. In contrast to later telehealth, computerized, and Internet-based treatments, these telephone treatments were typically very similar in structure to face-to-face treatments. The majority of research on these interventions has focused on highly structured cognitive behavioral therapies (CBT) delivered by trained therapists over 8 to 10 hour-long sessions.

Telephone CBT (T-CBT) is an effective intervention for depression. As with face-to-face CBT for depression, the treatment begins with education about symptoms and the theory behind CBT, and then proceeds to monitoring of daily thoughts and challenging thought patterns that contribute to depression. A meta-analysis indicated that patients who received T-CBT showed a significantly greater reduction in depressive symptoms than did those in control conditions (Mohr et al. (2008)). Moreover, in at least one study, T-CBT showed more efficacy than other telephone-administered psychotherapies, such as supportive emotion-focused therapy, in reducing depressive symptoms, although the difference in treatment gains between these two therapies disappeared at 12-month follow-up (Mohr et al. (2005)). Few studies have directly compared T-CBT to face-to-face CBT; in one study that did so, the therapies produced comparable improvements in depression during the course of the therapy, although the face-to-face patients showed more retention of their gains at long-term follow-up (Mohr et al. (2012)).

Fewer studies have examined telephone therapy for anxiety disorders than for depression, but the existing research supports its efficacy. For example, an adaptation of T-CBT for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) that included exposure therapy components and a workbook was superior to assessment-only in reducing PTSD and depression symptoms over time (DuHamel et al. (2010)). Telephone-administered behavioral therapy has also been found to
be efficacious for panic disorder with agoraphobia as well as obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD; Swinson et al. (1995); Lovell et al. (2006)).

Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems are a less common form of telehealth treatment that combines the use of telephones with a computer system. Patients call into a computer system, which gives self-help recommendations or plays therapy modules based on the information that a patient enters into a touch-tone phone (Newman et al. (2011); Osgood-Hynes et al. (1998)). Osgood-Hynes et al. (1998) found that an IVR system supplemented by printed booklets was efficacious in treating depression. Several studies have also shown that successful behavioral treatment of OCD can be conducted through an IVR system (Bachofen et al. (1999); Marks et al. (1998)).

**Computer-based Approaches**

Early forays into computer-based psychotherapies were essentially computer-based versions of conventional talk therapies. For example, in a study of computer-based CBT for depression, a text-based computer program educated the patient about the treatment, assessed symptoms, presented key concepts, and assigned reading and homework assignments dependent on the responses of the patient (Selmi et al. (1990)). Patients who received this treatment showed significant improvement in depression symptoms, comparable to patients who had received CBT from a human clinician and significantly greater than the improvement of the waiting-list control group. More recent computer-based therapies have moved beyond text alone and incorporated interactive multimedia, including video. Patients in one such study showed a significant reduction in depression and anxiety symptoms compared to a treatment-as-usual control group at post-treatment and 6-month follow-up (Proudfoot et al. (2003)).
Another study examined the use of a computer program in a primary care setting to both guide novice clinicians in administering CBT and to deliver components of the therapy to patients with panic disorder, PTSD, GAD, or SAD via text and video demonstrations (Craske et al. (2009)). This treatment effectively reduced symptoms across all diagnoses and, moreover, illustrated the applicability and efficacy of this type of specialized intervention in a primary care setting.

Research suggests that virtual reality exposure therapy (VRET) is an effective treatment for a number of anxiety disorders, including specific phobias, PTSD, social anxiety disorder, and agoraphobia (Krijn et al. (2004); Parsons and Rizzo (2008)). As in real-life exposure therapy, patients undergoing VRET are exposed to fear-inducing stimuli in an increasing hierarchy generated by the clinician and patient. During each session of exposure, patients rate their discomfort. As discomfort drops in response to one stimulus, patients proceed to a more anxiety-provoking stimulus in the hierarchy. As a substitute for real-life or imagined encounters with stimuli, VRET uses computer images and other sensory inputs to simulate an anxiety-inducing situation. VRET allows clinicians to simulate situations that are difficult to engage in real life (e.g., flying or combat) and is sometimes more acceptable for patients who hesitate to expose themselves to feared stimuli (Powers and Emmelkamp (2008)). Evidence suggests that VRET is more effective than imagined exposure and produces equivalent outcomes to real-life exposure for specific phobias (Emmelkamp (2003)).

Specific phobias have also been effectively targeted by vicarious exposure, in which an individual uses an avatar in a computer program to undergo graduated exposure to a feared stimulus. For example, the patient moves the on-screen avatar closer to the stimulus (Newman et
Vicarious exposure has also been tested as a treatment for OCD, but it did not produce significant reductions in symptoms (Clark et al. (1998)).

**Internet-based Approaches**

Internet-based treatments offer several advantages over standard in-person treatments, even those that are computer-based (Spek et al. (2007)). Like telehealth interventions, Internet treatments are accessible for patients who may find professional therapists difficult to visit due to location, lack of transportation, or lack of time. The Internet also provides a degree of privacy for patients, thereby reducing the stigma of seeking mental health care (Gega et al. (2004)). Finally, Internet therapies afford patients greater control over their mental health care; they can log in for a session when and where they would like (Lange et al. (2003)). Internet interventions thus allow for greater treatment availability than ever before and are receiving increasing research attention.

**Depression**

Internet interventions enjoy strong support as an efficacious form of treatment for depression, especially when incorporating some form of therapist support. Several I-CBT interventions have resulted in significantly lower depressive symptoms compared to control groups (e.g., Christensen, Griffiths, and Jorm (2004); Clarke et al. (2005)), and two meta-analyses of Internet interventions for depression found Internet interventions and face-to-face interventions to be equally efficacious (Andersson and Cuijpers (2009); Barak et al. (2008)). Notably, Andersson and Cuijpers’s (2009) meta-analysis did not find a difference in efficacy between I-CBT interventions and Internet treatments deriving from other therapeutic orientations, although they cautioned that few non-CBT Internet treatments were available for comparison. In addition, despite the strong general support for Internet-based treatment of
depression, one meta-analysis found that Internet therapies for depression had a smaller mean effect size than Internet therapies for anxiety (Spek et al. (2007)).

**Anxiety Disorders**

Internet-based therapies have been found to be an effective method for treating anxiety disorders. A meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials of Internet CBT (I-CBT) interventions for depression and anxiety indicated that I-CBT produced a large mean effect size for anxiety disorders (Spek et al. (2007)).

Many trials of Internet interventions for anxiety disorders have examined their use in treating social anxiety disorder (SAD), with results suggesting efficacy similar to in-person treatments (e.g., Andersson et al. (2006); Carlbring et al. (2007)). For example, Hedman et al. (2011) assigned patients diagnosed with SAD to either in-person group CBT or an I-CBT treatment with therapist support. The I-CBT included text instructing patients in treatment components such as exposure and thought challenging, as well as a homework component with individualized written feedback provided by a therapist over online messaging. Participants in both treatment arms showed large improvements in social anxiety symptoms at post-treatment, and outcomes for the I-CBT patients were superior to group CBT outcomes at follow-up.

Several studies have also shown Internet interventions to be effective for PTSD (e.g., Hirai and Clum (2005); Klein et al. (2010); Spence et al. (2011); Knaevelsrud and Maercker (2007)). For example, in a randomized controlled trial, Lange et al. (2003) tested a therapy that was administered over an interactive website and that asked participants to complete a series of structured writing assignments (e.g., confronting the traumatic memory by writing about it in detail). After completing each assignment, the participant received written feedback from a
therapist. Participants in the treatment condition showed significantly greater symptom improvement than did those in the waiting list control condition (Lange et al. (2003)). Further evidence supporting online PTSD interventions comes from a trial comparing I-CBT to Internet-based supportive counseling (Litz et al. (2007)). After an initial in-person session in which the therapist helped the patient establish a hierarchy of stressful situations and taught relaxation and thought-challenging techniques, the I-CBT treatment consisted of self-guided exposure to the stressful situations. Participants were also asked to repeatedly write narratives of their trauma memory while logged on to the website. Both treatment arms showed a symptom decline over the course of the treatment, but participants in the I-CBT group showed greater reductions in PTSD, depression, and anxiety symptoms after six months and more patients who achieved high functioning at follow-up, compared to those in the supportive counseling group (Litz et al., 2007).

Although controlled trials have been less numerous than for SAD and PTSD, I-CBT interventions have also shown efficacy in the treatment of panic disorder (Wims et al. (2010); Kiropoulos et al. (2008); Klein, Richards, and Austin (2006)), generalized anxiety disorder (Robinson et al. (2010); Titov et al. (2009)), and OCD (Andersson et al. (2012)). As with the I-CBT treatments for SAD and PTSD outlined above, online interventions for these other anxiety disorders have typically consisted of instruction on thought-challenging and other important treatment elements, assignments to practice exposure to anxiety-provoking stimuli, and written electronic communication between the patient and a therapist. More limited evidence supports the efficacy of Internet-based interventions for specific phobias. Andersson et al. (2009) compared an Internet-delivered self-help treatment for spider phobia with in-person exposure
therapy and found that the in-person therapy produced clinically significant change for a larger proportion of patients, but the difference between the conditions disappeared at follow-up.

**Limitations**

While telehealth, computer, and Internet approaches to treating depression and anxiety are largely effective, the inclusion of therapist support via in-person, telephone, or email contact in these interventions appears to be an important factor in producing strong effects (Spek et al. (2007); Andersson and Cuijpers (2009)). Attrition rates, which are already higher for these interventions than for in-person treatments, are especially impacted when there is no therapist involvement in the intervention (Newman et al. (2011)). However, more recently, Lintvedt et al. (2013) found that I-CBT intervention without therapist support – that is, with no in-person, email, or telephone contact – significantly reduced depressive symptoms and negative thoughts, with these reductions maintained at 2-months post-treatment, although the attrition rate was quite high.

Additionally, there is some concern that Internet interventions are not appropriate for all individuals and symptom severities. Internet interventions may be less effective for severe cases of depression than for cases that are mild-to-moderate (Moritz et al. (2013)). Moreover, evidence suggests that some populations are more likely to utilize Internet interventions than others. Compared to those engaged in traditional outpatient treatment for depression and anxiety, those who engaged in an Internet-based treatment for the same disorders have been found to be older, more likely to be female, and more likely to be married (Titov et al. (2010)). Individuals without computer literacy or sufficient resources may be unable to access Internet interventions at all, a
limitation that could lead these interventions to exacerbate existing health access problems for the elderly and those with low income or education (Murray (2012); Wang et al. (2005)).

Finally, some researchers have expressed concern over safety and privacy issues in telephone and Internet interventions. Due to the distal nature of such treatments, therapists are limited in their ability to pick up on nonverbal cues from the patient (Lange et al. (2003)) and unable to act immediately when a patient is in danger (Spek et al. (2007)). Internet treatment approaches may present privacy concerns as well; cyber security is thus an important concern to address in all Internet interventions (Murray (2012)).

**Conclusion**

Despite these limitations, telehealth, computer, and Internet approaches to treating depression and anxiety have shown efficacy and fulfill several important needs in mental health care. The anonymity of these interventions reduces the stigma of help seeking (Gega et al. (2004)), and this treatment modality is cost-effective and accessible to some individuals who would otherwise be unlikely to receive treatment (see McCrone et al. (2004)). While these interventions must be used thoughtfully, their benefits provide a strong case for further advancement in their use as treatments for depression and anxiety.
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